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Reprogramming the Foundation

Our Foundation to our core selves is just that, a solid piece of structure that was built during the first 7 years of our 
lives. This foundation or our roots, have been buried deeply within us and are often sabotaging or no longer serving 
our needs. Finding this out for ourselves can be discouraging and frustrating, but it can also be exciting to create 
awareness in our lives to create real change. 

Whenever you are doing healing work, I want you to keep in mind that you are doing this for YOU. Not for anyone 
else. The healing journey is all about creating the steps to do this process for yourself so that WHATEVER AND 
WHOEVER, is meant to enter into your life as a whole individual can happen. 

Your foundation is going to be transformed, this could feel like a shattering, an uprooting or a transition. Either 
way that it happens, not that it is happening exactly as it needs to be happening. Know that you found this process 
to enter into your healing because this was the perfect opportunity and in alignment with your highest and best 
right now. 

Time Line Therapy
The reprogramming aspect that we are going to be using to help heal the roots or foundation in your life is called 
Time Line Therapy. This is a process of taking all the traumas or experiences in your life that are similar and 
healing them or shifting them into neutral memories all at once. This way whenever you think of your childhood it 
is not bringing up sadness, despair or hurt, but allowing you to pull the lessons from these experiences to use in 
your own life. 



Learning the lessons in our experiences is a valuable aspect of healing. When we know how these experiences 
shifted and transformed us, we can then help and guide others to see how their experiences shift and guide them. 
As traumas or experiences come up you can return to this time line therapy process to help shift all of them at once. 
Often once we experience a certain type of trauma we will attract it over and over again until we learn the lesson 
from it. A lesson is simply the ability to create awareness of how it transformed your life and the unique gifts and 
abilities you received because of your specific situation. 

Often times the experiences that damaged our inner child the most, are also the ones that have given us the most 
amount of abilities. Whether to be empathic and feel others emotions as our own. To create or channel art, words, 
poetry. There is so much that often is overlooked when it comes to our own traumas, but the most important aspect 
is that it connects us to others who have had similar experiences, creating intimate human connections. 

While eliminating the horrendous acts of trauma is always our goal as a human race, we can break the cycle of our 
experiences with ourselves. 

Time Line Therapy Integration
Each time you feel a certain emotion that takes over you, you can go back into this time line therapy video and pull 
the lesson or elixir out of the experience. It is vital that you begin to gain control over your experiences and your 
emotions. We will be doing more exercises specifically with emotions and our bodies response as we go through 
this healing journey together. 


